Keep it Together.

Huck Cab Kit
Nut & Bolt Fastening System

✓ Huck OEM Tool Installs Huck Fasteners
✓ Ergonomically Designed Handle
✓ Plated Piston Rods
✓ Efficient In-line Piston
✓ Pneudraulic
✓ Durable Cast Aluminum

Available only at Applifast, this user-friendly kit includes a pneudraulic tool and nose assemblies that will install each and every fastener used in any heavy truck cab and many trailer applications.

Huck 2025 Tool
3/16” Magnagrip Nose
1/4” Magnagrip Nose
3/16” and 1/4” Magnalok Nose
Air Regulator and Whip Nose Assembly
Carrying Case

Deluxe Huck Cab Kit

A Deluxe Cab Kit is also available. This includes all the items in the Huck Cab Kit with the addition of:
3/16” Extended Length Magnagrip Nose
1/4” Extended Length Magnagrip Nose
- both used for difficult-to-reach applications.

HUCK FASTENERS FROM APPLIFAST DELIVER THE INDUSTRY’S BEST COMBINATION OF CLAMP, SHEAR AND TENSILE STRENGTH WITH ZERO MAINTENANCE PERFORMANCE. REMEMBER... IF IT IS ‘HUCKED’ TOGETHER, IT STAYS TOGETHER!

Contact Applifast
Tel: 204 837 8361 • 1 800 563 1293
Fax: 204 837 3520 • 1 800 974 1494
info@applifast.com
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FORM# AP-HKCAB
Ladder Assembly
Here, HuckBolts ensure the frame performs as a single, one-piece unit. This built-in strength provided by the fasteners greatly reduce maintenance and extend the life of the truck.

Magnalok
Top Rail
The solid circle-lock feature of the Magna-Lok ensures quick and sure installation, while its moisture and vibration resistant characteristics help guarantee the joint will stay put for the life of the trailer.

Hucktainer
Metal-Clad Panels
The Hucktainer swagged lockbolt contributes a high degree of strength and vibration-resistance, whether used with sheet metal, fiberglass reinforced plywood, or metal-clad panels.

BobTail
Grain Chute
The stainless steel BobTail with polished head works hard to keep chute seams tight, eliminating lost product.

BobTail
Chassis/Subframe Assembly
Designed to never loosen, proven BobTail HuckBolts provide both high structural strength and industry leading durability for critical subframe-to-chassis assemblies.

Auto-Bulb
Trailer Joints
The stainless steel Auto-Bulb offers critical corrosion-resistance, designed to withstand frequent acid washing. Its superior blind side bulbing action makes it ideal for installation within thin materials, oversized, misaligned, or slotted holes.

BOM
Ladder Attachment
The Huck BOM’s combination of high shear capacity and tensile force ensures the long-term integrity of this critical joint.

FloorTight
Floor
The proprietary FloorTight blind rivet provides superior strength and vibration resistance, adding to the life and durability of the trailer floor.

BobTail
Cross Members
Cross members provide significant structural support, and when fastened with the Huck BobTail, you can be sure the support will be as strong as possible. BobTail’s high structural strength and proven durability will help lead to many years of service for your trailer.

BobTail
Cross Members
The security of the truck/trailer connection is highly dependent upon the integrity of the fasteners that connect the two. Vibration-resistant Huck fasteners act as permanent components, making the fifth wheel an extension of the frame itself.

Fifth Wheel Assembly
The security of the truck/trailer connection is highly dependent upon the integrity of the fasteners that connect the two. Vibration-resistant Huck fasteners act as permanent components, making the fifth wheel an extension of the frame itself.

Air Bag and Shock Mounts
Providing the necessary shock and impact absorption so critical to trucks traveling over hazardous roadways, shocks and airbags mounted with HuckBolts deliver a much higher level of impact resistance.

Suspension Members
It would only take one loose fastener to lead to a cracked suspension hanger alignment problem or worse. In this critical application, HuckBolts provide strong, durable joints that in turn provide peace of mind.
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Although HuckBolts are used in different applications depending upon the OEM, HuckBolts contribute vitally to the overall durability, strength, and performance of the truck and trailer. Regardless of the industry, truck and trailers assembled with HuckBolts represent better value, lower maintenance requirements, minimal warranty claims and longer life. The examples above are just a few of the critical applications where HuckBolts have proven themselves time and time again.
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